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ABSTRACT 
Golomb defines a polyomino (a generalized domino) to be a finite set of rook-wise 
connected cells in an infinite chessboard. In this note we discuss problems concerning 
the packing of rectangles with congruent polyominoes. Many of these problems are 
unsolved. 
The square lattice consists of lattice points, edges, and cells. A lattice 
point is a point  with integer coordinates in the Cartesian plane, edge is a 
unit line segment hat connects two lattice points, and a cell is a point 
set consisting of the boundary and interior points of  a unit square having 
its vertices at lattice points. An n-omino is a union of n cells that is 
connected and has no finite cut set. 
An n-omino X packs an a ?z b rectangle R if R can be expressed as 
the union of  n-ominoes X1,  X 2 ,... such that Xi is congruent to 
X( i  = 1,2,...) and 3Li, X~ (i 5 . / )  have no common interior points. 
If X packs a rectangle with area kn, we say k is a packing number.for X
and write P(X) for the set of all packing numbers for X. I f  X does not pack 
a rectangle we write P(X) == 0; also, if k ~ P(X), jk c P(X) (j = 1,2,...), 
so that P(X) 7~ f) implies P(X) is infinite. The smallest element of  P(X) 7/- f) 
is the order of X which will be denoted by p(X). For  example, p(X) -- 1 
if and only i fX i s  a rectangle. Is it true that i fp(X)  is odd then p(X) == 1 ? 
This question seems to be difficult. 
The n-ominoes X for which p(X) -- 2 are also easy to characterize. 
An a • b rectangle R with ab = 2n can be cut into two congruent n-ominoes 
by drawing certain lattice paths from one side to the other of R so that 
the path is symmetric with respect to the center of  R. Enumeration of 
lattice paths of the type just described would also tell us the number 
of  n-ominoes of  order 2. 
It seems obvious that, if X is an n-omino and 3 c P(X), then p(X) = 1 ; 
that is, a rectangle can be packed with exactly three congruent n-ominoes 
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if and only if the n-ominoes are also rectangles. This idea is intuitively 
clear, but it seems difficult to formulate a precise proof. More generally, 
it would be interesting to know if some rectangle can be cut into three 
congruent, connected closed sets )(1, )(2, Xs such that Xi, X~(i ~ j )  
have no common interior points and Xi is not a rectangle. 
It seems difficult to characterize the polyominoes of order 4. Perhaps 
every polyomino of order 4 must belong to one of the two classes we 
describe below; certainly a proof  of this would be involved, but not 
impossible to construct. 
Let Ss h denote the step N-omino having h steps of height s, where 
N --  s2(1 - /2  ~ ... + h) -- s2h(h + 1)/2; 
S/~ is similar tO 5'1 h, which consists of the union of the first h -- r ~ I cells 
to the right of the y-axis in the r-th row for r = 1, 2,.., h. Also, let 
Ss h + Sfl denote the union of the image of Sfl ~ reflected into the second 
quadrant and Si ~. Figure 1 shows S~ 3, $13 -~- $2 l, and a 5 x 8 rectangle 
packed with four copies of Sfl + $21. 
FIGURE 1 
Two copies of S~ ~ pack a uv • (uv + u) rectangle R(S~:). If one of the 
sides of R(Sfl) has the same length as one of the sides of R(Ssh), then 
four copies of Sfl + Ss h can be used to pack a rectangle. For example, if 
i j -=sh+s we can cut an (ij-!-sh ~,-s) • (ij-+-sh-+-i) rectangle R 
into two copies of R(S/) and two copies of R(S/') so that the resulting 
configuration is symmetric with respect to the center of R. Now, if the 
copies of S~ j and S/~ used to pack the copies of  R(Sfl) and R(S~ h) are 
oriented properly, the configuration involving R can be modified to 
obtain a rectangle packed with four copies of S /+ S/~. It is not always 
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FIGURE 2 
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however, it would not be difficult to restrict i, j, s, and h to rule out these 
degenerate cases. Figure 2 shows an example of the construction just 
described with i -- j = 2, s = l, and h = 3. 
The elements of a second class of polyominoes of order 4 (which 
shares some elements with the last class) can be found by disecting a 
2j x 2j square (j = 2, 3,...) into four congruent j"-ominoes by rotating 
certain lattice paths through angles of 0 ~ 90 ~ 180 ~ and 270 ~ so that 
the resulting configuration is symmetric with respect o the center of the 
square. An n-omino of this type is indicated in Figure 3. 
FIGURE 3 
Do there exist n-ominoes of order k with k :~5 l, 2, or 4? The only 
known examples of such n-ominoes are similar to those shown in 
Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7, which illustrate a pentomino f  order 10, a hexomino 
of order 18, a heptomino of order 28, and an octomino of order 24, 
respectively. In each figure the blank regions of the rectangle are congruent 
to the packed regions so they can be packed in the same way. 
I 
FIGURE 4 FIGURE 5 
If  P()O contains only even numbers we call X an even polyomino, 
and if P(X) also contains odd numbers we call X an odd polyomino. 
It would be interesting to know conditions for deciding whether a given 
n-omino is odd or even; we will prove there exist infinitely many examples 
of each type. Of course, it is possible that polyominoes exist for which 




FIGURE 6 FIGURE 7 
THEOREM 1. There exist il~nitely many non-rectangular po@ominoes 
X1, X2 .... such that Xi , X; (i @- j )  are not similar, and Xi (i ~ 1, 2,..) 
is odd. 
PROOF: In Figure 8 a 5 /,, 9 rectangle is packed with 15 copies of the 
L-tromino showing that it is an odd polyomino. If  the 5 • 9 rectangle 
in Figure 8 is stretched uniformly so that it forms a 5a x 9b rectangle, 
then each of the 15 trominoes is transformed into a 3ab-omino congruent 
to the one indicated by Figure 9; we denote this 3ab-omino by X, ~. 
Now it is evident that X,, b is odd (since in particular 15 ~ p(~l(b)), and, 
if we restrict a and b such that a <b,  (a ,b)  ~ 1, no two of these 
polyominoes is similar. 
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FIGURE 8 FIGURE 9 
It is a rather surprising fact that 11 copies of )(12 will pack a rectangle; 
such a packing is shown in Figure 10. We do not know any example 
of a non-rectangular n-omino having an odd packing number less than 11 ; 
furthermore, apart f rom n-ominoes imilar to )(12 no other non-rectangular 
n-omino having 11 as a packing number is known. What is the smallest 
odd packing number a non-rectangular n-omino can have ? 
FIGURE 10 
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In Figures 11 and 12 we show that two of the pentominoes are odd; 
we have been unable to decide whether the pentomino used in Figure 4 
is odd or even. Other than these two pentominoes and the infinite set 
{Xa b : a, b = 1, 2,...}, no other non-rectangular n-ominoes are known to 
be odd, although it probably would not be too difficult to find more. 
FIGURE 11 FIGURE 12 
It would not be difficult to Select an n-omino of order 2 which is 
necessarily even--we just see to it that the n-omino interlocks with itself 
in a complicated way. A more satisfying means of proving that there 
exist infinitely many even polyominoes is provided by the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Suppose the cells" of the square lattice hat'e been colored 
in a checkerboard pattern and that a 2n-omino X is composed of k black 
cells and 2n -- k white cells with k ~ n. I f  X packs a rectangle, X is etheR. 
PROOF: Suppose a rectangle R is packed with h copies )(1, X,~ ,..., Xh 
of  a 2n-omino X satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem. We split 
{)(1, )(2 ,..., Xh} into two sets S and T, where Xi c S if Xi is composed 
of k black cells and 2n -- k white cells, and Xj ~ T if Xj is composed of 
2n -- k black cells and k white cells. Since the area of  R is 2nh, R is 
composed of nh black cells and nh white cells. Each element of S covers 
k black cells and each element of  T covers 2n - -k  black cells; since 
together the elements of  S and T cover all of the black cells of R we have 
nh = k IS[ q- (2n -- k) 
Similarly, the number of white cells in R is 




k jS [  + (2n- -k ) i  T[ = (2n - -k ) [S [  q-k]  Ti 
implies ] S [ = [ T[ (since n r  k), so that h = [ S E ,-? [ T[ = 2 E S j is 
evidently even. 
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In Figure 13 we indicate a family of  4n-ominoes I/"1, Y2 ..... such 
that Y~, Yi (i =/=j) are not similar and Y~ (i = 1, 2,...) satisfies the 
hypothesis of  the last theorem. This establishes the next theorem. 
THEOREM 3. There exists an infinite family of even polyominoes with 
no pair of distinct elements similar. 
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FIGURE ] 3 
Another family of  even 2n-ominoes not covered by Theorem 2 can 
be found by means of the next theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose the cells in the columns of the square lattice 
are alternately colored black and white, and suppose X is a 2n-omino 
such that every 2n-omino congruent o X is either composed of k black 
cells and 2n -- k white cells or is composed of k white cells and 2n -- k black 
cells with k ~ n. l f  X packs a rectangle, X is even. 
PROOF: Suppose R is a rectangle packed with h copies )(1, X2 ..... X~ of 
a 2n-omino X which satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem. Also, since 
the area of R is 2nh, we can assume without loss of  generality that the 
orientation of R is such that half its cells are black and the remaining 
half are white. Now we split {~'1,  fl(2 ..... Xh} into two sets S and T, 
where X~ e S if Xi has exactly k black cells, otherwise Xi e T. Just as in 
the proof  of  Theorem 2 we are led to the conclusion that [ S [ -- [ T 1; 
hence, h= IS ]+ [T I  = 2]S[ i seven .  
Each of the 4n-ominoes Zx, Z2 .... indicated in Figure 14 satisfies 
the hypothesis of Theorem 4 and is therefore even; also, Z i ,  Zj (i =/=j) 
are not similar so we have a second proof  of  Theorem 3. No Z~ satisfies 
the hypothesis of Theorem 2. Also, the hexomino drawn in Figure 5 
satisfies the hypothesis of  Theorem 4, so it is even. It is probably true 
that this particular hexomino is such that each of its packing numbers 
is divisible by 4, perhaps even 8. 
nr  
FIGURE 14 
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There are a few theorems which characterize the rectangles that can 
be packed with a part icular  n-omino X; the simplest case is when X is 
itself a rectangle and here the problem is completely solved. 
THEOREM 5. An a X b rectangle R can be packed with a 1 • n rectangle 
i f  and only i f  n divides a or b. 
PROOf: I fnd iv ides  aor  bana  • b rectangle can be cut into l • n 
rectangles in an obvious way. 
Suppose an a • b rectangle has been packed with a 1 • n rectangle 
and that a = qn+r ,  0 <r  <n;  also, number the columns of cells 
perpendicular to the side of length a, 1, 2,..., a, from left to right. Let 
fx , f2  ..... f,, denote distinct colors and color the c-th column / i  if 
c -= i (rood n). Let ci denote the number of cells in the rectangle co lo red~,  
then c,. = qb + b, 1 ~ i .<..~ r, and c~ = qb, r -f- 1 ~ i ~ n. Let x denote 
the number of 1 • n rectangles uch that each rectangle has exactly 
one cell colored f,. (i = 1, 2,..., n); also, let y, denote the number of 
1 • n rectangles with every cell colored f~ (i = 1, 2 ..... n). Now, since 
ci =- x + nyi ,  we have 
ci = x + nyi ~ x ~ nyj = q(modn) ;  
in particular, c1 = qb+b -qb  = cr+x(modn) ,sob  -O(modn) .  
COROLLARY. An a • b rectangle R can be packed with c x d rectangles 
i f  and only i f  c divides a or b, d divides a or b, and i f  cd divides one side o f  R 
then the other side can be expressed in the fo rm cx + dy with x, y ~ O. 
PROOf: I f  c divides a and d divides b, an a • b rectangle can be cut 
into c • d rectangles in an obvious way. If cd divides a and b = cx -+- dy, 
x, y ~ 0, the rectangle can be cut into x strips c • a and y strips d • a, 
and these strips can be cut into c x d rectangles because both c and d 
divide a. 
I f  an a • b rectangle R has been packed with a c • d rectangle ach 
side of  R can be expressed in the form cx + dy, x, y ~ O, because ach 
side of R is the union of line segments c or d units in length. Since each 
c • d rectangle can be cut into l • c rectangles, c divides a or b by 
the last theorem; similarly, d divides a or b. 
It seems impossibly difficult to characterize the rectangles which 
can be packed with an n-omino of order 2. A theorem of this kind restricted 
to the L-shaped n-ominoes of  order 2 would probably still be too difficult 
to formulate. It is clear that, if an n-omino X interlocks with a copy of  
itself in an intricate way to form a c • d rectangle r, then X packs an 
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a x b rectangle R if and only if r packs R. There seems to be no easy way 
to describe what is meant by "intricate" here. 
Golomb [1 ] proposed that one find a necessary and sufficient condition 
that the L-tetromino (The smallest polyomino in Figure 14) pack an 
a x b rectangle. Klarner and others showed that the L-tetromino packs 
an a x b rectangle if and only if a, b > 1 and 8 divides ab. Also, Walkup 
[5] proved that the T-tetromino packs an a X b rectangle if and only if 4 
divides a and b; perhaps his method could also be used to show that the 
pentomino shown in Figure 3 packs a rectangle if and only if 5 divides 
one side and 10 divides the other. This would imply the Y-pentomino is 
even, but even this is an open question.* We conclude with another 
miscellaneous theorem of this kind. 
THEOREM 6. An a • b rectangle R can be packed with the P-octomino 
shown in Figure 14 i f  and on ly / fa ,  b ~> 3, and 16 divides ab. 
PROOF: I f  a, b > 3, and 16 divides ab, the a • b rectangle can be cut 
into rectangles having the dimensions of those shown in Figure 15. 
-l[ S r 
FIGURE 15 
I f  an a • b rectangle has been packed with the P-octomino, it is obvious 
that a, b > 3. To show that 16 divides ab, it is enough to show that the 
polyomino in question is even. Since 8 divides ab, one side, say a, is 
divisible by 4. We label the l • b columns of cells in the rectangle 1, 2 ..... a 
from left to right, and color the cth column red if e -- 1 (mod 4), white 
if e ~ 2, 4 (mod 4), and blue if c ~ 3 (mod 4). Also, a P-octomino 
in the rectangle is type (r, w, b) if it consists of r red cells, w white cells, 
and b blue cells, and let $1 ,$2 ,5 :3 ,S~,S~,  and S, denote the sets 
containing P-octominoes of  type (3, 4, 1), (1, 3, 4), (4, 2, 2), (2, 6, 0), 
(2, 2, 4), and (0, 6, 2), respectively. It is easy to check that every P-octomno 
* Note added in proof. The Y-pentomino packs a 16 x 5n rectangle for n - 2, 3, ...; 
also, it packs a 24 x 5n rectangle for n = 2, 3,.... Whether the Y pentomino iseven or 
odd is still an open question. 
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in R is one of these types; furthermore, since the number of blue cells 
in R is equal to the number of red cells we have 
3 IS1] + IS~l q-41Sa I + 21S41 + 21S~I 
= rsa l §247 
from which it follows that 
Iaa[-+-IS~l-+-IS4[-- Sml+l&l-q-faGI. 
Thus, there are 2(I 811+1831+1841) P-octominoes used in the 
packing; hence, the P-octomino is even. 
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